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Abstract.—The causes and consequences of rapid radiations are major unresolved issues in evolutionary biology. This is in
part because phylogeny estimation is confounded by processes such as stochastic lineage sorting and hybridization. Because
these processes are expected to be heterogeneous across the genome, comparison among marker classes may provide a
means of disentangling these elements. Here we use introns from nuclear-encoded reproductive protein genes expected
to be resistant to introgression to estimate the phylogeny of the western chipmunks (Tamias: subgenus: Neotamias), a rapid
radiation that has experienced introgressive hybridization of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). We analyze the nuclear loci
using coalescent-based species-tree estimation methods and concatenation to estimate a species tree and we use parametric
bootstraps and coalescent simulations to differentiate between phylogenetic error, coalescent stochasticity and introgressive
hybridization. Results indicate that the mtDNA gene tree reflects several introgression events that have occurred between
taxa of varying levels of divergence and at different time points in the tree. T. panamintinus and T. speciosus appear to be
fixed for ancient mitochondrial introgressions from T. minimus. A southern Rocky Mountains clade appears well sorted (i.e.,
species are largely monophyletic) at multiple nuclear loci, while five of six taxa are nonmonophyletic based on cytochrome
b. Our simulations reject phylogenetic error and coalescent stochasticity as causes. The results represent an advance in our
understanding of the processes at work during the radiation of Tamias and suggest that sampling reproductive-protein
genes may be a viable strategy for phylogeny estimation of rapid radiations in which reproductive isolation is incomplete.
However, a genome-scale survey that can statistically compare heterogeneity of genealogical process at many more loci
will be necessary to test this conclusion. [Coalescent simulation; gene tree; hybridization; introgression; lineage sorting;
multilocus; reproductive proteins; Sciuridae; species tree; Tamias.]

The study of rapid radiations is of central importance
to evolutionary biology because much of the diversity
of life has been generated in great bursts of speciation
(Dobzhansky 1951; Schluter 2000; Alfaro et al. 2009).
Understanding the ecological and genetic processes at
work during these radiations is therefore of great inter-
est. In order to elucidate those processes most clearly,
however, an understanding of phylogeny is necessary.
Unfortunately, it is precisely during rapid sequences
of speciation events that the inference of phylogeny
becomes most difficult. The primary reason for this
is that when lineages diverge in rapid succession, in-
dividual gene genealogies may not reflect the actual
phylogeny of the organisms under study. There are two
main sources of this gene tree discordance (exclusive
of phylogenetic error): stochasticity in the coalescent
process and interspecific gene flow. If there is a series
of rapid speciation events, the expected time to coales-
cence of alleles in an ancestral population (4N +/− 2N
generations; Nordborg 2001) may be greater than the
time between divergence events, and the shorter the
time between speciation events, the more likely gene
trees will differ from the actual speciation history simply
due to coalescent stochasticity (Pamilo and Nei 1988).
In fact, for some combinations of topology and specia-
tion times, the most probable gene trees are discordant
with the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006).
The second major source of discordance, introgressive

hybridization, has been a topic of controversy (e.g.,
Dowling and Secor 1997). Although it has histori-
cally been viewed as unimportant and uncommon in
the zoological literature (e.g., Fisher 1958; Mayr 1963), a
rapidly increasing number of cases demonstrate its near
ubiquity (e.g., Schwenk et al. 2008). Furthermore, many
examples involve introgression among nonsister taxa
(e.g., Good et al. 2003, 2008; Buckley et al. 2006; Linnen
and Farrell 2008; Maureira-Butler et al. 2008; Bossu and
Near 2009). Indeed, the increasing frequency of such
observations has led to the emerging divergence-with-
gene-flow model of speciation (Machado et al. 2002;
Llopart et al. 2005), in which the genetic factors that
underlie speciation may continue to accumulate despite
incomplete reproductive isolation.

Currently, the most common approach to molecular
phylogenetic estimation from multiple loci is concate-
nation into a supermatrix that is then subject to anal-
ysis (e.g., Ward et al. 2010). This approach is typically
justified by the assertion that by combining data, the
vagaries of mutational variance and other sources of
error should be overcome by the underlying phyloge-
netic signal, producing a robust estimate of the species
tree (e.g., Rokas et al. 2003, Gatesy and Baker 2005).
It has recently been demonstrated, however, that un-
der the conditions expected during a rapid radiation,
stochasticity in the coalescent can produce enough gene
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tree discordance that concatenation becomes positively
misleading (Kubatko and Degnan 2007). If, by contrast,
coalescent stochasticity is taken into account in these
circumstances, reliable species-tree estimation may be
possible (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Edwards et al.
2007; Knowles and Carstens 2007 ). Several methods are
now available for the estimation of species trees that
account for gene tree discordance under the assumption
that it is due only to coalescent stochasticity and muta-
tional variance. Among them are *BEAST (Heled and
Drummond 2010), Bayesian estimation of species trees
(BEST; Edwards et al. 2007; Liu and Pearl 2007), species
tree estimation using maximum likelihood (STEM;
Kubatko et al. 2009) and minimization of deep coales-
cences (MDC; Maddison 1997; Maddison and Knowles
2006). Each method can estimate moderately large
species trees with multiple haplotypes per species.

These emerging methods represent an important ad-
vance in phylogenetic estimation, particularly for rapid
radiations (Edwards 2008); however, they do not ac-
count for hybridization. As introgressive hybridization
appears to be relatively common (e.g., Schwenk et al.
2008), it becomes important because the gene tree dis-
cordance it causes can often be very difficult to distin-
guish from that caused by stochasticity in the coalescent
(Holder et al. 2001). It is not clear how introgressive
hybridization will affect these methods, but there is
some indication that if it occurs between nonsister taxa
and is not accounted for, it may render species-tree
estimation more difficult (Eckert and Carstens 2008).

Maddison (1997) described a phylogeny as a “cloudo-
gram,” composed of a statistical distribution of gene
trees produced by various evolutionary processes, in-
cluding selection, gene flow, stochastic lineage sorting,
and gene duplication and extinction. It is becoming
clear that those processes are heterogeneous across the
genome (Funk and Omland 2003; Payseur et al. 2004;
Carling and Brumfield 2009). This is especially critical
in the case of introgression. If introgression is hetero-
geneous in a predictable way across the genome (e.g.,
Harrison 1990; Rieseberg et al. 1999; Wu 2001), we may
be able to select classes of markers and compare pat-
terns of variation among them that allow us to illumi-
nate various aspects of the biology of diversification,
including phylogenetic history and reticulate evolution
(e.g., Carling and Brumfield 2009; Maroja et al. 2009;
Petit and Excoffier 2009). Here we take this approach
to phylogeny estimation in a well-studied group of ro-
dents, the diverse chipmunks of western North America
(Tamias), comparing patterns at three reproductive pro-
tein genes, one anonymous locus, and one mitochon-
drial gene.

Study System

Chipmunks (Sciuridae: Tamias) exemplify many of the
challenges associated with studies of rapid radiations,
and despite much attention, the relationships among
them remain poorly understood. There are 25 described

species in Tamias, and most of the diversity (23 species)
occurs in the monophyletic western North American
clade, subgenus Neotamias (e.g., Levenson et al. 1985;
Piaggio and Spicer 2001). The morphology of the bac-
ulum (the os penis or male genital bone) is a key taxo-
nomic character in Tamias (e.g., White 1953; Sutton 1995);
it occupies a distal position in the penis and exhibits lit-
tle variation within species but strong discontinuities
among species (White 1953; Patterson and Thaeler 1982;
Sutton and Patterson 2000). Because these discontinu-
ities often occur along some type of physical feature
(e.g., rivers) or ecological boundaries (e.g., ecotones)
and because there are usually no intermediate mor-
phologies at these boundaries, bacular discontinuities
in Tamias have been interpreted as reliable indicators of
reproductive isolation and species limits (e.g., Sutton
and Patterson 2000).

Phylogenetic hypotheses from chromosomal rear-
rangements, allozymes, and mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) all conflict at some level (Nadler et al. 1977;
Levenson et al. 1985; Piaggio and Spicer 2001). The
published mtDNA phylogeny suffers from poor sup-
port at many branches and there are several instances
in which species are not monophyletic. Additionally,
studies of two northern Rockies species, T. amoenus
and T. ruficaudus, have revealed a complex and tempo-
rally structured series of mtDNA introgression events
(Good et al. 2003, 2008; Hird and Sullivan 2009; Reid
et al. 2010). These species span the deepest divergence
in the mtDNA genealogy, suggesting that reproductive
isolation may be widely incomplete in the genus, or
at least decoupled from the process of lineage diver-
gence. Taken together, the situation suggests the pos-
sibility that coalescent stochasticity and introgressive
hybridization may be confounding our understand-
ing of the phylogenetic relationships within the Tamias
radiation.

Here we explore the use of reproductive-protein
genes, which are expected to be both resistant to intro-
gression (e.g., Rieseberg et al. 1999; Maroja et al. 2009),
and to evolve rapidly (e.g., Swanson et al. 2003), to
estimate the phylogeny of a rapid mammalian radiation
and test hypotheses about introgressive hybridization
among its species. We examine patterns of variation at
multiple nuclear loci using coalescent-based species-
tree estimation methods and concatenation to estimate
a species tree, use parametric bootstraps to assess the
effects of mutational variance and coalescent simula-
tions to differentiate between coalescent stochasticity
and introgressive hybridization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling

Given the problems associated with species identifi-
cation, introgression and nonmonophyly in Tamias, we
incorporated intraspecific diversity through widespread
geographic sampling within taxa. This approach should
indicate the extent of nonmonophyly and, should
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introgressed alleles remain geographically structured,
aid in the identification of instances of nonmonophyly
due to introgression (e.g., Good and Sullivan 2001).
Samples were obtained through fieldwork by us or
from, when possible, vouchered specimens deposited
in natural history museums (Table A1). Protocols for
field collection and handling of chipmunks followed
the guidelines of the American Society of Mammalo-
gists Animal Care and Use Committee (Gannon and
Sikes 2007) and were approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee of California State Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Pomona and the University of Idaho. Our focus
is on inferring relationships among the monophyletic
western North American chipmunks (subgenus Neo-
tamias), so we used T. sibiricus and T. striatus, belonging
to the subgenera Eutamias and Tamias, respectively, as
outgroup taxa (Thorington and Hoffmann 2005).

For this study, we employed five loci: the mitochon-
drial gene cytochrome b (Cytb) and four nuclear loci: an
anonymous locus (Anon), and introns from the genes
zonadhesin, acrosin, and zona pellucida protein 2 (ZAN,
ACR, and Zp2, respectively). The anonymous locus is
noncoding, whereas the three gene fragments are exon-
primed intron sequences. Anon, ZAN and Zp2 were de-
veloped in Tamias for this study by aligning sequences
from Mus, Rattus and Spermophilus, and placing primers
in conserved exon regions. Zp2 has previously been
used in a phylogenetic context in rodents (Turner and
Hoekstra 2006). We focused on these nuclear regions
because three of them are found in reproductive-protein
genes, which may be resistant to introgression (e.g.,
Rieseberg et al. 1999; Maroja et al. 2009) and are ex-
pected to be rapidly evolving (e.g., Swanson et al. 2003).
ACR is a protease in the sperm acrosome that lyses
the zonapellucida and facilitates the penetration of the
sperm by the egg; ZAN is a transmembrane sperm
protein that functions in the binding of sperm the zon-
apellucida; Zp2 is an egg protein in the zona pellucida
that participates in sperm binding (Wasserman et al.
2001).

Extraction, Amplification, and Sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from tissues frozen
or preserved in either ethanol or lysis buffer using
QIAGEN DNeasy extraction kits (QIAGEN, Valen-
cia, CA). Fragments were amplified via polymerase
chain reaction (primers in Table S1; available from
http://www.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org); we amplified
Cytb, ZAN, Anon, and Zp2 using roughly the same
thermal profile, differing only in annealing tempera-
ture (TA): 30 s at 94◦C, 30 s at TA and 60 s at 72◦C for
38 cycles. Annealing temperatures were 50◦C (Cytb),
52◦C (ZAN), 53◦C (Anon), and 51◦C (Zp2). We am-
plified ACR using a “touchdown” procedure following
Good et al. (2008). PCR products were purified using QI-
Aquick PCR purification kits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and
then sequenced in both directions on the ABI PRISM
3100 using BigDye Terminator chemistry v. 3.1 (ABI,
Foster City, CA). Chromatograms were aligned and

edited using CodonCode ALIGNER (CodonCode Corp.,
Dedham, MA). In order to identify heterozygous sites,
we examined regions of low-quality sequence (as iden-
tified by ALIGNER) and inspected chromatograms by
eye. We considered double peaks in which the lower
peak was at least 60% of the intensity of the higher to be
heterozygous (if surrounding sequence was high qual-
ity) and coded them according to standard nucleotide
ambiguity codes.

Haplotype Resolution

We used a combination of statistical and experimen-
tal methods to infer gametic phase of sequences with
more than one heterozygous site. First, we used Phase
(Stephens et al. 2001; Stephen and Donnelly 2003),
a Bayesian method for inference of haplotypes from
population data that implement an approximate coales-
cent prior on haplotype frequencies. Thus, higher prior
probability is placed on the inference of haplotypes
similar to those already present in the population. We
ran Phase twice on the full data set for each locus for
500 iterations, changing the block size for the partition–
ligation procedure for each run (from 10 to 50 bp). For
a subset of haplotypes that we were unable to resolve
statistically (those that contained two or more sites re-
solved with <90% posterior probability), we used Topo
TA cloning kits (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to determine
haplotypes experimentally. We prepared cloning reac-
tions according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
sequenced 5–10 clones from each reaction. We observed
chimeric clone sequences and thus sequenced enough
clones to determine a majority-rule haplotype pair for
each individual. These were incorporated into a second
set of Phase runs as known haplotypes in an attempt to
increase resolution. After the final Phase runs, heterozy-
gous sites that we did not verify with cloning and that
were inferred with less than 90% posterior probability
were recoded as ambiguous.

Phylogenetic Analyses

We conducted phylogenetic analyses on each locus
individually using maximum-likelihood (ML) and
Bayesian methods. Redundant sequences were removed
from each alignment with MacClade (D.R. Maddison
and W.P. Maddison 2003). Models of sequence evolu-
tion were selected using PAUP* 4.0b (Swofford 2000)
in combination with DT-ModSel (Minin et al. 2003),
which employs a decision-theoretic criterion that selects
the simplest model that is expected to perform well.
Using the identified models, we performed ML searches
in GARLI (Zwickl 2006); we optimized model param-
eters on a neighbor-joining tree in PAUP*, fixed them
in GARLI, and ran the algorithm set to terminate au-
tomatically when 200,000 generations passed with no
increase in log likelihood of the best tree. We ran each
data set at least five times (or until the same best like-
lihood score was returned twice), starting from ran-
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dom topologies, to ensure that the tree search was not
trapped in local optima. Bootstrap support was also
evaluated using GARLI, with the termination condi-
tion set to 35,000 generations and we performed 200
replicates.

We also performed Bayesian phylogenetic analyses
using MrBayes 3.1 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001;
Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). When unavailable
models were selected, we chose the next most parame-
terized model available in MrBayes. For Cytb, we also
conducted both partitioned and unpartitioned Bayesian
analyses. In the partitioned analysis, we assigned first
and second codon positions to one partition and third
codon positions to a second partition. Preliminary anal-
yses indicated that the default prior probabilities placed
on branch lengths by MrBayes were overwhelming
branch-length signal in all nuclear loci both individu-
ally and when concatenated. We came to this conclu-
sion because observed tree lengths were approximately
equal to the product of the per branch branch length
prior and the number of branches in the tree, 2 orders
of magnitude greater than ML estimates. Therefore, af-
ter experimenting with a range of priors, we used the
unconstrained exponential branch length prior with
a mean of 0.002 for all final analyses, which resulted
in branch lengths that more closely followed ML es-
timates. It should be noted that bipartition posterior
probabilities (i.e., split frequencies) did not appear to be
affected by this branch-length estimation issue. This is
the approach recommended by Brown et al. (2010). All
MrBayes analyses consisted of two independent runs
from different starting points and employed Metropolis-
coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo analyses. Because
all MrBayes analyses were conducted on a multiproces-
sor cluster, we increased the number of Markov chains
per run from the default 4 to 8 and used a heating
parameter of 0.1. We assessed convergence of the Markov
chains using the standard deviation of split frequencies,
which is calculated at regular intervals by
MrBayes. We assumed that runs had converged when
this value was less than 0.01. We further examined pa-
rameter estimates in Tracer (Rambaut and Drummond
2007) to assure that these had reached stable values.

Concatenated Analysis

We then concatenated the nuclear data in a single
analysis using methods similar to those described
above. The concatenated data set was generated by
arbitrarily joining haplotypes from each locus for each
individual, resulting in two concatenated sequences per
individual. Only individuals with complete data were
included in the concatenated analysis. We performed
two separate analyses of the concatenated data set:
an unpartitioned analysis using a model identified by
DT-ModSel (Table S2) and a partitioned analysis in
which each locus was assigned a separate model. We did
not explore partitioning sites within genes because of
the relatively low levels of divergence. In the partitioned

analysis, gaps were coded as binary characters and
consolidated in a fifth data partition assigned the Mk
model. We conducted these analyses in both MrBayes
and the partitioned version of GARLI (0.97). We used
the Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974) with
the likelihoods from GARLI to select the partitioning
scheme.

Species-Tree Estimation

Because the single-gene analyses indicated a lack of
species monophyly within loci and statistically
supported conflict among loci, we also estimated the
phylogeny using methods that account for stochastic-
ity in the coalescent process: MDC (Than and Nakhleh
2009; Maddison and Knowles 2006) as implemented
in Phylonet (v. 2.1; Than and Nakhleh 2009), STEM
(Kubatko et al. 2009) and *BEAST (Heled and Drum-
mond 2010). The Phylonet implementation of MDC
takes previously estimated gene tree topologies as in-
put and finds the tree that minimizes the number of
extra lineages across loci. We used the unrooted ge-
nealogies option. STEM takes previously estimated ML
gene trees and an estimate of θ = 4Neμ (to be ap-
plied to the whole tree) as input, and finds the ML
species tree analytically using an estimator similar to
the GLASS tree of Mossel and Roch (2008) or the maxi-
mum tree of Liu and Pearl (2007). *BEAST is a Bayesian
method that takes multilocus sequence data as input
and uses Markov chain Monte Carlo to sample from
the posterior distribution of species trees. It accounts
for uncertainty in gene trees as well as the species tree.
We used substitution models chosen by DT-Modsel or
the next most general model, and uncorrelated relaxed
clock models. We ran *BEAST for 200 million genera-
tions, sampling every 20,000, at which point effective
sample size values for all parameters were above 200
and examination of split frequencies across the Markov
chain in AWTY (Wilgenbusch et al. 2004) indicated
they had stabilized. Species-tree estimation included
redundant sequences excluded for previous phyloge-
netic analyses. All methods of species-tree estimation
used here assume the following. (i) There is no recom-
bination within loci and free recombination between
loci. (ii) Loci conform to a neutral coalescent model
(i.e., there is no selection and loci conform to a molec-
ular clock). (iii) There is no migration between taxa
under consideration. (iv) Population (or species) mem-
bership is known. (v) There is no substructure within
designated populations or species. STEM and MDC ad-
ditionally assume that gene trees are estimated without
error.

Therefore, before the initiating analyses, we explored
some of these assumptions. We tested for recombination
using the “difference of the sum of squares” method in
TOPALi (v2; Milne et al. 2009). We tested for deviations
from neutrality by calculating Tajima’s D for each lo-
cus for species with over four sequences using DnaSP
(v. 5.10; Librado and Rozas 2009) and by conduct-
ing pairwise Hudson–Kreitman–Aguadé tests (HKA;
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Hudson et al. 1987) using the program HKA (Hey
2004). Because we have a priori reason to expect some
of the incongruence at Cytb is due to introgression,
we excluded it from these analyses. Upon examina-
tion of nuclear gene trees, we note that analysis of the
Zp2 locus yielded a gene tree with many partitions
having very low branch support values. We therefore
excluded it from our STEM and MDC analyses because
of the much higher probability that it will violate the
assumption that gene trees are estimated without er-
ror. We conducted *BEAST analyses with and without
Zp2 in order to compare results across methods. We
assigned each individual to species following bacular
morphology, pelage characteristics, and distributional
information when available. It was clear from mul-
tilocus genotypes and locality information that three
museum specimens (Table A1; MSB84515, MSB90785,
and MVZ199281) were potentially misidentified or have
been subject to taxonomic revisions not reflected in
current museum records (e.g., MVZ199281, T. rufus)
and we assigned these specimens in analyses to their
proper taxon. We also conducted species-tree analyses
with these three specimens excluded. In other cases,
we noted spatially defined populations that exhibited
highly divergent genealogical patterns from the taxon
to which they were assigned (specifically T. amoenus cra-
tericus, and T. minimus grisescens). For coalescent-based
species-tree estimation, we assigned them to new taxa
assuming that it would be better to erroneously split a
single true species than lump two nonsister taxa. STEM
requires the user to input a value for θ, which it assumes
is constant across all branches in the tree. We used the
program LAMARC (v 2.0; Kuhner 2006), a coalescent
genealogy sampler that estimates parameters (includ-
ing θ) from sequence data, and conducted several inde-
pendent runs on nuclear data from several species with
high intraspecific sampling in order to obtain a range of
estimates of θ.

Assessment of Hybridization

The Cytb genealogy is strongly discordant with the
genealogies estimated for the three nuclear loci. This
discordance could have three main sources: mutational
variance, coalescent variance, and hybridization (Fig. 1).
The first results in phylogenetic error (when the esti-
mated tree differs from the true tree due to sampling
error), whereas the latter two generate truly discordant
gene trees. If we can reject the first two, introgressive hy-
bridization is left as the likely source of discordance. In
order to test the hypothesis that mutational variance is
the source of phylogenetic incongruence, we performed
parametric bootstrapping (e.g., Goldman et al. 2000;
Sullivan et al. 2000). Briefly, we conducted ML searches
with the Cytb genealogy constrained to match the esti-
mated ML species tree from STEM. We then calculated
the difference in likelihood scores between the con-
strained and unconstrained ML trees as our test statistic
and generated a null distribution for this test statistic by
simulation. One thousand DNA sequence data sets were
simulated on the constrained topology with character-
istics that matched the empirical data (using SEQ-GEN;
Rambaut and Grassly 1997). We then conducted ML
searches that were both unconstrained and constrained
to match the species tree, and calculated test statistics
for each replicate.

We used coalescent simulations similar to those used
by Buckley et al. (2006) to test the hypothesis that
coalescent stochasticity is causing the observed in-
congruence. We treated the STEM species-tree esti-
mate as the model tree and used MESQUITE
(Maddison and Maddison 2009) to simulate genealo-
gies on it to match our sampling under two tree depths,
with 10,000 trees for each depth. One depth was es-
timated from nuclear data, and another was 4× the
depth, corresponding to an expected reduction in effec-
tive population size (Ne) for the mitochondrial genome.
Simulated gene treedistributions also account for the

FIGURE 1. Testing hypotheses of lineage sorting and introgression in Tamias.
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number of samples for each data type (e.g., half the
number for mtDNA). We then counted the number of
deep coalescences required to fit each gene tree to the
species tree and compared the values for empirical gene
trees with the simulated distributions. If the number
of deep coalescences for a given locus is greater than
95% of the simulated genealogies, we can reject the
hypothesis that coalescent stochasticity is a source of
discordance. These tests can be thought of as “global”
tests of this hypothesis because no specific hybridization
events are evaluated. If discordance is most apparent in
one part of the tree, however, the test can be repeated
using just that clade. We additionally tested specific “lo-
cal” hypotheses (Table 2) by asking how many times a
given phylogenetic relationship occurred between two
species in the simulated data sets. For example, in the
mtDNA tree, T. speciosus is nested within T. minimus, so
we filtered the simulated data sets for a partition that
reflects that relationship, treating its frequency as its
probability given the model.

In order to obtain appropriate empirical estimates
of tree depth, we assumed a 3-year generation time, a
divergence in the late Miocene (6 Ma; based on fos-
sil data, Sutton 2002) and the largest θ estimated in
LAMARC. Choosing the largest plausible θ is conserva-
tive, as it should make simulated gene tree discordance
more likely, therefore making the null model harder
to reject.

RESULTS

Sampling, Haplotype Resolution, and Patterns
of Variation

We sampled 22 out of 25 named species of Tamias,
with at least 2 samples from 21 of those, and up to
29 individuals in the case of the widespread species,
T. minimus. In total, we collected 117 full and 165 par-
tial genotypes (Table A1, GenBank accession numbers
JN042160-JN043256, TreeBASE study TB2:S11722). Some
adjacent exon sequence was also amplified with the in-
tron loci. ACR contained 138 bp of coding sequence,
ZAN contained none, and Zp2 contained 132 bp. Phase
initially failed to resolve many haplotypes with high
confidence, however; comparison of Phase-inferred
haplotypes with subcloning results indicated the accuracy
of Phase was high where it did make an assignment. For
subclone-verified haplotypes, 96% of sites that Phase
predicted with >90% posterior probability were cor-
rect. For sites predicted with <90% posterior prob-
ability, the method appeared to do little better than
chance (61% correct). In total, 45 sites contained unre-
solved ambiguities after phasing. Nucleotide variation
by locus is summarized in Table 1. Tests of recombi-
nation with DSS using the default sliding window
size of 100 bp found no evidence of recombination
within any of the nuclear loci. Tests of neutrality us-
ing Tajima’s D yielded two significant deviations; in
T. panamintinus and T. siskiyou at the Anon locus. HKA
tests yielded no significant deviations; therefore, we
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do not regard these data as strongly deviating from
neutrality.

Single-Locus Phylogenetic Analyses

Models selected by DT-ModSel are listed in Table S2.
Overall, topologies for nuclear loci were robust to the
use of phased haplotype data versus unphased diploid
sequences, model selection, and analysis method. The
topology and branch support for Cytb, by contrast, were
very sensitive to analysis method, model employed,
partitioning scheme, and priors (in Bayesian analy-
sis). We repeatedly observed what seem to be spurious
topologies using both GARLI and MrBayes; in these, the
outgroup was placed within T. minimus, leaving the rest
of the tree nested within that species. Across runs that
returned this topology, support values varied strongly.
Examination of the posterior distribution of trees in
multiple runs revealed that outgroup placement varied
widely, reflecting significant uncertainty in this part of
the tree. We therefore repeated our analyses with the
outgroups pruned from the mtDNA (Fig. 2).

During the course of the single-locus analyses, we
uncovered two populations that appeared to be sub-
stantially divergent from the taxa to which they have
been historically assigned. One population corresponds
to the subspecies T. minimus grisescens (Howell 1925)
from the channeled scablands of central Washing-
ton. The other corresponds to samples identified as
T. amoenus cratericus (Blossom 1937) from south-central
Idaho (type locality, Craters of the Moon National Mon-
ument). In subsequent species-tree analyses, we treated
these as independent lineages (named “T. m. grisescens”
and “T. a. cratericus”).

Interlocus Conflict in Nuclear Loci

Three of our nuclear loci returned relatively well-
supported topologies (Fig. 3a–c): ACR (Figs. 3a and
S1), Anon (Figs. 3b and S2) and ZAN (Figs. 3c and S3).
Zp2 (Figs. 3 and S4), although characterized by simi-
lar levels of variation, yielded trees with overall very
low support values and many polyphyletic taxa. The
three well-supported topologies conflict substantially
with each other, containing mutually incompatible, yet
statistically supported partitions (Bayesian posterior
probability >0.95 or ML bootstrap >0.70; Fig. 3). In
general, the only relationships corroborated by all
three lociare characterized by shallow divergence such
that the taxa in question are usually not reciprocally
monophyletic in at least one locus (such as the south-
ern Rocky Mountains group T. cinereicollis, T. canipes,
T. dorsalis, T. canipes, T. rufus, T.quadrivitattus, and the
Pacific Northwest group T. townsendii, T. senex, and
T. siskiyou). The source of this conflict is not immedi-
ately evident as there is very little haplotype sharing,
and with the exception of Zp2, nonmonophyly is only
observed between taxa that are consistently closely
associated in the gene trees.

Concatenated Analysis

We could not amplify the Anon locus for either
outgroup taxon, so they were excluded from the con-
catenated analysis (except for a Bayesian analysis fol-
lowing the above methods in which root placement
was highly uncertain) and trees in figures are midpoint
rooted. The AIC favored the partitioned model. We
mapped the ML bootstrap and Bayesian posterior prob-
abilities to the ML tree using SumTrees (Sukumaran
and Holder 2010; Figs. 3 and S5). Despite apparent
conflict between loci, the analysis of the concatenated
nuclear markers yields a tree that is strongly supported
at many branches (Fig. 4). Additionally, with the ex-
ception of two species pairs (T. senex/T. siskiyou and
T.minimus/T. alpinus), every species is recovered as
monophyletic, most with strong support. Tamias senex
and T. siskiyou are paraphyletic, and T. senex sequences
tend to be nested within T. siskiyou. Tamias alpinus, is
a monophyletic group nested within T. minimus and
is characterized by strongly divergent ACR sequences
in all three samples. This is consistent with expecta-
tions for a peripheral isolate of a widespread species.
Branches with low support include relationships among
three closely related southern Rocky Mountain species
(T. cinereicollis, T. canipes, and T. quadrivittatus), and
branches supporting relationships between previously
proposed species groups (Levenson et al. 1985; Banbury
and Spicer 2007) at the base of the tree. Finally,
the Mexican endemic, T. durangae, is placed inconsis-
tently across three well-supported nuclear genealo-
gies, and in the concatenated analysis appears sister
to a major clade, but this branch received little
support.

Nuclear/mtDNA Conflict

The nuclear loci and Cytb phylogenies disagree
substantially (Figs. 2 and 3); there are five instances
of conflict that appear to be the result of interspecific in-
trogressive hybridization. The first has been previously
documented. Some individuals assigned to T. amoenus
based on bacular morphology nest within T. ruficaudus
in the Cytb phylogeny (Fig. 2; Good and Sullivan 2001;
Good et al. 2003, 2008; Demboski and Sullivan 2003).
With the exception of Zp2, in these nuclear loci both
taxa are distantly related. Zp2 indicates a potentially
close relationship, but given the generally poor support
in that locus, we have excluded it from further analyses.
Second, T. speciosus and T. panamintinus are closely re-
lated to each other but distantly related to T. minimus at
nuclear loci (Figs. 3, and S1–S3). Both, however, nest as
monophyletic groups within T. minimus at Cytb (Fig. 2).
Third, the group of southern Rocky Mountains species
(T. umbrinus, T. dorsalis, T. rufus, T. quadrivittatus, T.
cinereicollis, and T. canipes) appears relatively well sorted
and monophyletic with nuclear markers but is charac-
terized by low divergence and rampant nonmonophyly
at Cytb. Fourth, the divergent T. minimus grisescens
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FIGURE 2. ML tree, midpoint rooted, estimated from Cytb. Values on branches are ML bootstraps followed by Bayesian posterior probabili-
ties. Species are indicated by shaded boxes, followed by country/state and province/county locales.
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FIGURE 3. Simplified nuclear gene-tree estimates. All species col-
lapsed to a single tip. Only branches with either 0.7 bootstrap propor-
tion or 0.95 posterior probability are retained. Partitions occurring in
three gene trees marked with a circle, and two gene trees marked with
a square. Tips contained in polytomies may be monophyletic or para-
phyletic species (see supplementary figures).

lineage is nested within T. amoenus at Cytb. Fifth, the
divergent T. amoenus cratericus lineage appears sister
to T. minimus at Cytb, but not at nuclear loci. Because
mtDNA has a higher mutation rate and lower effective
population size, it is expected to sort more quickly

than nuclear DNA, making these conflicts between
mitochondrial and nuclear phylogenies suggestive of
multiple introgression events. These hypotheses are
summarized in Table 2 and are tested using coalescent
simulations below.

Species-Tree Estimates

Because of the strong incongruence among markers,
we used three methods of phylogenetic estimation that
account for incongruence assuming that it is due to in-
complete lineage sorting. Estimates of θ per site from
LAMARC used in these analyses ranged from 0.000796
(T. quadrivitattus) to 0.012119 (T. minimus; Table S3).
The phylogeny estimates based on three nuclear loci
from MDC (Fig. 5a) and STEM (Fig. 5b) and *BEAST
(Fig. 5c) are broadly congruent with each other and
with the nuclear concatenated tree (Fig. 4). *BEAST re-
sults using all four nuclear loci are extremely similar
(Fig. S6). MDC and *BEAST differ only in the placement
of T. durangae and T. amoenus. The Pacific Northwest
group containing T. siskiyou, T. senex, T. townsendii,
T. sonomae and T. quadrimaculatus, a southern Rocky
Mountains group consisting of T. umbrinus, T. dorsalis,
T. rufus, T. quadrivittatus, T. canipes and T. cinereicollis,
and a group including T.durangae, T. speciosus,
T. panamintinus, T. obscurus, and T. merriami(which are
distributed across central/southern California, west-
ern Nevada and Baja Mexico) are corroborated by all
three methods. These groupings are in general agree-
ment with the concatenated estimate with the exception
of T. durangae, the placement of which has very little
support. Analyses with the three misidentified or re-
vised specimens deleted yielded similar results. We also
analyzed the data including Cytb. Its inclusion drasti-
cally altered the topology, forcing taxa that have under-
gone recent introgression (T. ruficaudus and T. amoenus)
to be sister taxa, and having variable effects on those
that have experienced putatively ancient introgression
(Fig. S7).

Assessment of Introgressive Hybridization

In order to assess more objectively the hypothesis
that discordance between the mtDNA and the nuclear
species-tree estimates is due to introgressive hybridiza-
tion, we took a combination of simulation approaches.
Our parametric bootstrap tests (a.k.a., SOWH tests)
strongly rejected (P < 0.006) the null hypothesis that
the discordance between Cytb and the ML species tree
is due solely to phylogenetic error.

For coalescent simulations, we used the ML species
tree estimated by STEM and simulated a tree depth
of 8.6 Ne generations (34.4 Ne for mtDNA) by as-
suming a late Miocene divergence, a 3-year genera-
tion time and the largest θ estimated in LAMARC
(that of T. minimus, 0.01). We generated distributions
of deep coalescence scores for gene trees simulated at
both the “nuclear” and “mitochondrial” tree depths for
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FIGURE 4. Phylogeny estimate from the concatenated nuclear data. The topology is the ML tree from GARLI and is midpoint rooted. Support
values are ML bootstraps (above branches) and Bayesian posterior probabilities (below branches). Samples within species are collapsed for
clarity. The full tree is in Figure S5).

comparison (Fig. 5). Our first coalescent simulation
strongly rejected the null hypothesis that the Cytb gene
tree differed from the ML species tree as a result of
coalescent stochasticity(P < 0.001; Fig. 6). Because the
southern Rocky Mountains clade contains rampant non-
monophyly with respect to the mtDNA gene tree, we
repeated this test solely on that group; we also rejected
the null hypothesis (P < 0.001; Fig. 6). Using the sim-
ulated null distribution of gene trees, we also tested
specific hypotheses of hybridization, detailed in Table 2.
We filtered the gene-tree distribution for the follow-
ing relationships that correspond to the mtDNA tree:
that T. panamintinus, T. speciosus, or both group with
T. minimus; that the T. amoenus cratericus lineage groups

with T. minimus; and that the central Washington
scablands lineage (T. minimus grisescens) groups with
T. amoenus. The only case in which the null hypoth-
esis of incomplete lineage sorting was not rejected
was that of the association between T. amoenus and the
T. minimus grisescens lineage.

DISCUSSION

The results presented here exemplify many of the
challenges facing phylogenetic estimation in recent
rapid radiations. Most notably, multiple unlinked gene
genealogies conflict with one another at many
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statistically supported branches. This conflict is ap-
parent both between mitochondrial and nuclear loci,
and among nuclear loci. Nevertheless, the analysis
of this multigene data set in a coalescent framework
has provided a better understanding both of the phy-
logeny and of the population processes at work during
diversification of the western North America species
of chipmunks (subgenus Neotamias). There are some
methodological issues with our analyses, however, that
bear discussing.

Marker Selection

Three of the nuclear markers used in this study are
introns from genes that code for proteins involved in
fertilization reactions that are likely to have experienced
some mode of selection at some point in their histories
(Swanson et al. 2003; Turner and Hoekstra 2006), al-
though a signal of selection was not detectable in this
study. Though the use of genes thought to be under
selection is not standard practice in phylogenetics, we
selected these genes for two primary reasons. First, pre-
liminary assessment of nuclear loci successfully used
in higher-level phylogenetic analysis of rodents (Acp-5,
C-myc, and Rag-1) suggested they would not be suffi-
ciently variable for resolving relationships within Tamias
(Good et al. 2008). Genes involved in reproduction,
however, are frequently found to be rapidly evolving
(Vacquier 1998; Swanson et al. 2003; Good and Nachman
2005) and thus may be a valuable source of phylogenetic
information (Gatesy and Swanson 2007), especially for
recent radiations. An important caveat, however, is
that selection impacts the shape of gene genealogies,
influencing the estimates of effective size and thus the
probabilities of species trees. It is unclear what influence
including genes affected by heterogeneous nonneutral
evolutionary processes might have on species-tree in-
ference. Second, because the chosen genes are directly
involved in interactions between gametes during fer-
tilization, they may be likely to acquire substitutions
associated with reproductive isolation, making them
less likely to introgress and more likely to reflect the
“true” species history (e.g., Rieseberg et al. 1999; Maroja
et al. 2009). In our study, two introns associated with
these genes proved to be a useful source of phylogenetic
information. We did not detect the effects of selection
using tests that examine patterns of polymorphism, but
because we used noncoding DNA we cannot assess
amino acid substitution processes. We are also currently
unable to assess the hypotheses of reduced introgression
or elevated substitution at these loci, but with the rapid
development of comparative genomics approaches we
may be able to do so in the near future. Regardless,
in an era of increasing genomic resources, researchers
will have a large array of options in the markers they
choose to employ, and both biological insight and effi-
ciency of analysis may be achieved through the active
selection of and comparison among different classes of
markers.
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FIGURE 5. Species-tree estimates derived from STEM (a), MDC(b), and the maximum clade credibility tree from *BEAST (c) using three
nuclear genes, ACR, Anon, and ZAN. Support values on the MDC and STEM trees are *BEAST posterior probabilities mapped onto the trees
using SumTrees.

Species-Tree Estimation

In this study, we employed three methods of
species-tree estimation that account for gene tree in-
congruence: MDC, STEM, and *BEAST. These methods
produced trees whose topologies are largely congruent

with each other and also with our concatenated tree.
It is clear from our analyses, however, that work re-
mains to be done to increase the resolution of the
species tree. Bayesian posterior probabilities of clades
on the species trees are low and there is some conflict,

FIGURE 6. Null distributions for number of deep coalescences expected absent introgression and empirical test statistics for the full tree
(a) and for the southern Rocky Mountains clade (b). Distributions and test statistics for nuclear DNA with a total species tree depth of 8.6 N
generations are denoted by clear bars and arrows, those for mtDNA, with a total tree depth of 34.4 N generations, indicated by black bars and
arrows.
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particularly with respect to T. amoenus and T. duran-
gae. There are several factors that complicate species-
tree estimation. Most important to our study is the
identification of multiple examples of introgressive hy-
bridization in western North America chipmunks. As
first indicated by previous research that documented
hybridization between T. ruficaudus and T. amoenus
(Good et al. 2003, 2008), and expanded upon here, there
have been many instances of interspecific mtDNA in-
trogression in Tamias. In most of the cases examined
here, much of this introgression has occurred between
nonsister taxa; however, neither of the species-tree
estimation methods used here account for gene tree
discordance due to hybridization. Additionally, the
robustness of these methods to the violation of this
assumption is unclear (but see Eckert and Carstens
2008). We attempted to reduce the effects of this violation
by comparing analyses excluding mtDNA from our
species-tree analyses with those with the mtDNA in-
cluded. When recent introgression between nonsister
taxa results in shared mtDNA haplotypes (such as
between T. ruficaudus and T. amoenus and between T.
dorsalis and T. umbrinus), the effect was dramatic. The
taxa spanning the deepest node in the species-tree esti-
mates from nuclear data alone (T. amoenus and T. rufi-
caudus) are placed as sister taxa when the mtDNA are in-
cluded. Conversely, for T. speciosus and T. panamintinus
(putative recipients of an ancient introgression from T.
minimus), their divergence-time estimate, but not topo-
logical placement, was altered in STEM, but in *BEAST
they were placed as sister to T. minimus, T. alpinus. Al-
though we see little clear evidence of hybridization in
our nuclear loci, we cannot say with confidence that an-
cient introgression events have not caused some of the
nuclear gene tree discordance at deeper nodes, and this
may have biased our estimates in unpredictable ways.

An important assumption of STEM and MDC is
that gene trees are estimated without error; failure to
take into account uncertainty in topology (STEM and
MDC) and branch lengths (STEM) caused by muta-
tional variance may have strongly distorting effects on
species-tree estimation. Indeed, though we excluded
our most poorly supported gene tree (Zp2), there were
still branches in the other gene trees with low support
values and zero-length branches in the ML topologies.
When zero-length branches occur between haplotypes
or clades from different species (an issue expected to
stem from the difficulty of finding sufficiently variable
DNA regions in rapidly diverging groups), they may
strongly affect STEM’s estimates of topology and branch
lengths. This may be evident in our ML species-tree
estimate (Fig. 5), particularly in the case of the senex–
siskiyou–townsendii grouping, where a visual inspection
of nuclear gene trees would seem to indicate an obvious
resolution of ((senex,siskiyou)townsendii), a result found
with the *BEAST estimate. However, the ML species-
tree estimate indicates a polytomy with zero-length
branches. Estimates of nodal support in ML species-tree
estimates (e.g., from nonparametric bootstrap replicates
or Bayesian posterior distributions) should incorporate

phylogenetic uncertainty in the gene-tree estimates, but
it is unclear what the effects of polytomies stemming
from a paucity of variation will be.

Assessment of Introgressive Hybridization

Several recent phylogenetic studies have presented
cases in which there is very strong gene-tree discordance
attributable to introgressive hybridization (Buckley et
al. 2006; Linnen and Farrell 2008; Maureira-Butler et al.
2008; Bossu and Near 2009; Spinks and Shaffer 2009) and
have addressed hypotheses about the source of the dis-
cordance in different ways. In their study of Neodiprion,
Linnen and Farrell (2008) fit their data to the isolation-
with-migration model (Hey and Nielsen 2004) in a pair-
wise fashion to estimate migration rates for all possible
pairs of taxa in their tree. In further work on the genus,
Linnen and Farrell (2008) used Bayesian tests of mono-
phyly under the null hypotheses that if introgression
is absent, more species should be recovered as mono-
phyletic at mitochondrial loci than nuclear loci. Spinks
and Shaffer (2009) used fossil calibrated divergence-date
estimation to show a discrepancy between divergence
times at different loci.

Here, we generally follow Buckley et al. (2006) in
conducting coalescent simulations based on an estimate
of the species tree to test both global hypotheses of
gene-tree/species-tree fit (using counts of deep coales-
cences as our metric) as well as specific hypotheses of
introgression. Our analyses indicated for both the full
phylogeny and the southern Rocky Mountains clade
that Cytb contained many more deep coalescent events
than would be expected under a model of lineage di-
vergence without migration (i.e., with no introgression).
Additionally, four out of five tests of the frequency of
relationships observed in the mtDNA tree indicated
those relationships were unlikely to be observed un-
der our model. This approach, however, comes with
the caveat that it is conditioned on the validity of the
model (species tree and effective population sizes) that
we used to simulate the null distributions. Although we
have discussed above potential issues with the topology
and relative branch lengths of the species tree, there is
also the issue of the absolute tree depth to be used in
the coalescent simulation. We attempted to be conserva-
tive in coming to this estimate. Although this analysis
ignores many sources of uncertainty, most of our as-
sumptions are conservative in that they tend toward
a short tree depth; this should make it harder to re-
ject the null hypotheses that coalescent stochasticity is
sufficient to explain the incongruence. This argument
is partially born out by the observation that the nu-
clear loci generally have fewer deep coalescences than
would be expected by chance under our model, indi-
cating that we may have assumed an unrealistically
short tree. This may, however, also be a result of the
overall lower resolution of the empirical nuclear gene
trees. When counting deep coalescences, polytomies are
resolved in such a way as to minimize them, whereas
the simulated gene trees are fully resolved, giving them
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more opportunities to conflict with the species tree. We
have also assumed stable effective sizes and no pop-
ulation subdivision within species. Changing effective
population sizes may either increase or decrease the
rate of coalescence within populations, biasing our null
distributions in unknown ways. Population structure
may increase the time to coalescence within a species
(Nordborg 2001), making gene tree discordance more
likely. Finally, an important issue in this analysis is the
original assignment of individuals to species. Multilo-
cus genotypes seemed to indicate that three specimens
were misidentified or have been the subject of taxo-
nomic revisions (indicated by asterisks in Table A1). In
these cases, we treated them as such and reassigned
them. Exclusion of these specimens had no effect on
species-tree estimation. Their inclusion as originally
identified in the species-tree analyses would likely have
caused drastic changes in the topology and had unpre-
dictable effects on our hypothesis tests. This points to an
area where current methods need further development.
Although methods for simultaneous species delimita-
tion and species-tree estimation are becoming available
(O’Meara 2010; Yang and Rannala 2010), their models
still do not account for introgression.

Causes and Consequences of Introgressive Hybridization

Although introgressive hybridization is becoming in-
creasingly well documented in animals, we still have a
poor understanding of its causes and consequences. In
terms of causation, neutral hypotheses posit that incom-
plete reproductive isolation and genetic drift can result
in the introduction and spread of a mitochondrial type
(Wirtz 1999; Chan and Levin 2005). These explanations
often invoke reproductive isolating factors such as Hal-
dane’s (1922) rule or mechanical isolation to explain the
frequently asymmetric nature of introgression. Chan
and Levin (2005) modeled mate choice and hybridiza-
tion at species range edges and found that mtDNA
could introgress rapidly and unidirectionally at a con-
tact zone when one species is rare, the other is common,
and females are highly selective. In this case, females
of the rare species eventually accept heterospecific mat-
ings, whereas rare males cannot find mates. This facil-
itates the introgression of the rare species mtDNA into
the common species. Alternatively, selection may cause
widespread introgression. In a study of a hybrid zone
between Manacu svitellinus and Manacu scandei in Cen-
tral America, Stein and Uy (2006) found that a divergent
cline in plumage coloration could be explained by fe-
male preference for a heterospecific trait. In the case of
mtDNA, recent work has found evidence for pervasive
nonneutral evolution (Bazin et al. 2006), and specific
patterns of regional mtDNA variation have been sug-
gested to be a result of altitudinal or climatic adaptation
(Cheviron and Brumfield 2009; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004).

In Tamias, a number of studies have documented hy-
bridization between T. amoenus and T. ruficaudus and
between subspecies of T. ruficaudus (Good and Sullivan

2001; Good et al. 2003, 2008; Hird and Sullivan 2009;
Hird et al. 2010; Reid et al. 2010) at distinct contact
zones. The predominant pattern is one of unidirectional
mtDNA introgression with evidence for either very
little (Reid et al. 2010), or substantial (Hird and Sulli-
van 2009) nuclear gene flow accompanying it. Given
the current information, it is difficult to distinguish
between neutral and selective hypotheses for these in-
trogression events. Many of the species in the southern
Rocky Mountain clade partition into different ecological
niches characterized by differing habitats and eleva-
tions (e.g., Bergstrom 1992; Brown 1971), forming a
multitude of discrete contact zones throughout their
respective ranges. The widespread distribution of these
contact zones throughout the southern Rockies may be
a driver in the high level of introgression apparent in
our analyses. Further understanding of the actual mech-
anisms will require a broader survey of nuclear markers
that can identify the rates and level of heterogeneity of
nuclear introgression and analyses of the signature of
selection in both patterns of polymorphism and amino
acid substitution.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary material, including data files and/or
online-only appendices, can be found at http://www
.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org/.
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TABLE A1. Specimen information

Name Sample Species New locality Source

n3136 MSB43429 (NK3136) townsendii WA: Kittitas Co. MSB
n3253 MSB43547 (NK3253) townsendii WA: Clallam Co. MSB
n8531 MSB58069 (NK8531) townsendii WA: Okanogan Co. MSB
jeb279 UWBM79489 (JEB279) townsendii WA: Lincoln Co. UWBM
jeb283 UWBM79493 (JEB283 townsendii WA: Lincoln Co. UWBM
meh013 UWBM78741 (MEH013) townsendii WA: Kittitas Co. UWBM
m152777 MVZ152777 sonomae CA: Marin Co. MVZ
kzr33 KZR33 sonomae CA: Mendocino Co. KZR
kzr89 KZR89 sonomae CA: Trinity Co. KZR
kzr59 KZR59 sonomae CA: Trinity Co. KZR
w2920 W2920 siskiyou Near HSU HSUVM
w2924 W2924 siskiyou Near HSU HSUVM
w2925 W2925 siskiyou Near HSU HSUVM
kzr66 KZR66 siskiyou OR: Josephine Co. KZR
kzr67 KZR67 siskiyou OR: Josephine Co. KZR
jrd075 JRD075 senex OR: Deschutes Co. SL
m196677 MVZ196677 senex CA: Shasta Co. MVZ
m207216 MVZ207216 senex CA: Mariposa Co. MVZ
m208612 MVZ208612 senex CA: Sierra Co. MVZ
k5032 K5032 senex CA: Plumas Co. SL
k4919 K4919 senex CA: Plumas Co. SL
w2921 W2921 senex Near Humboldt State University (HSU) HSUVM
w2922 W2922 senex Near HSU HSUVM
w2923 W2923 senex Near HSU HSUVM
w2926 W2926 senex Near HSU HSUVM
w2927 W2927 senex Near HSU HSUVM
w2928 W2928 senex Near HSU HSUVM
w2929 W2929 senex Near HSU HSUVM
kzr2 KZR2 senex CA: Siskiyou Co. KZR
kzr5 KZR5 senex CA: Siskiyou Co. KZR
kzr39 KZR39 senex CA: Humboldt Co. KZR
kzr40 KZR40 senex CA: Humboldt Co. KZR
kzr60 KZR60 senex CA: Trinity Co. KZR
kzr110 KZR110 senex CA: Trinity Co. KZR
d185 ZM.11203 (DZTM185) rufus CO: Eagle Co. DMNS
n56221 MSB76520 (NK56221) rufus CO: Rio Blanco Co. MSB
m199281 MVZ199281* rufus (quadrivittatus) UT: Grand Co. MVZ
d156 ZM.11091 (DZTM156) canipes NM: Lincoln Co. DMNS
d158 ZM.11093 (DZTM158) canipes NM: Eddy Co. DMNS
d160 ZM.11095 (DZTM160) canipes NM: Lincoln Co. DMNS
d151 ZM.11086 (DZTM151 cinereicollis NM: Socorro Co. DMNS
d152 ZM.11087 (DZTM152) cinereicollis NM: Socorro Co. DMNS
d223 ZM.11110 (DZTM223) cinereicollis NM: Catron Co. DMNS
d226 ZM.11111 (DZTM226) cinereicollis AZ: Greenlee Co. DMNS
d229 ZM.11114 (DZTM229) cinereicollis AZ: Apache Co. DMNS
d230 ZM.11115 (DZTM230) cinereicollis AZ: Apache Co. DMNS
d231 ZM.11116 (DZTM231) cinereicollis AZ: Coconino Co. DMNS
d237 ZM.11378 (DZTM237) cinereicollis AZ: Coconino Co. DMNS
m197180 MVZ197180 dorsalis AZ: Coconino Co. MVZ
d154 ZM.11089 (DZTM154) dorsalis NM: Socorro Co. DMNS
d201 ZM.11393 (DZTM201) dorsalis CO: Moffat Co. DMNS
d217 ZM.11133 (DZTM217) dorsalis NM: Cibola Co. DMNS
d236 ZM.11121 (DZTM236) dorsalis AZ: Gila Co. DMNS
d250 ZM.11144 (DZTM250) dorsalis WY: Sweetwater Co. DMNS
h6491 HSU6491 dorsalis UT: Juab Co. HSU
n55375 MSB76753 (NK55375) dorsalis UT: Washington Co. MSB
n55222 MSB76872 (NK55222) dorsalis UT: Beaver Co. MSB
n43680 MSB86620 (NK43680) dorsalis UT: Tooele Co. MSB
h5705 HSU5705 dorsalis NV: Clark Co. HSUVM
h6543 HSU6543 dorsalis NV: Nye Co. HSUVM
h5504 HSU5504 umbrinus NV: Elko Co. HSUVM
h6070 HSU6070 umbrinus UT: Beaver Co. HSUVM
h6474 HSU6474 umbrinus UT: Juab Co. HSUVM
n55419 MSB76754 (NK55419) umbrinus UT: Beaver Co. MSB
d163 ZM.11188 (DZTM163) umbrinus CO: Lake Co. DMNS
d238 ZM.11379 (DZTM238) umbrinus AZ: Coconino Co. DMNS
d251 ZM.11160 (DZTM251) umbrinus UT: Summit Co. DMNS
d256 ZM.11165 (DZTM256) umbrinus UT: Summit Co. DMNS
d267 ZM.11147 (DZTM267) umbrinus WY: Park Co. DMNS
h5779 HSU5779 umbrinus CA: Mono Co. HSUVM
h6239 HSU6239 umbrinus NV: White Pine Co. HSUVM
d60 ZM.11031 (DZTM60) quadrivittatus CO: Jefferson Co. DMNS
d70 ZM.11024 (DZTM70) quadrivittatus CO: Jefferson Co. DMNS
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TABLE A1. Continued

Name Sample Species New locality Source

d85 ZM.11078 (DZTM85) quadrivittatus NM: Rio Arriba Co. DMNS
d87 ZM.11085 (DZTM87) quadrivittatus NM: Rio Arriba Co. DMNS
d176 ZM.11096 (DZTM176) quadrivittatus CO: Saguache Co. DMNS
d218 ZM.11134 (DZTM218) quadrivittatus NM: Cibola Co. DMNS
m201430 MVZ201430 alpinus CA: Tuolumne Co. MVZ
m206400 MVZ206400 alpinus CA: Tulare Co. MVZ
m206395 MVZ206395 alpinus CA: Fresno Co. MVZ
jrd107 JRD107 quadrimaculatus NV: Washoe Co. SL
m201431 MVZ201431 quadrimaculatus CA: Mariposa Co. MVZ
k7133 K7133 quadrimaculatus CA: Plumas Co. KZR
kzr90 KZR90 quadrimaculatus CA: Placer Co. KZR
kzr91 KZR91 quadrimaculatus CA: Placer Co. KZR
kwe61 KWE061 merriami CA: Kern Co. DMNS
kwe4 KWE004 merriami CA: Kern Co. DMNS
kwe21 KWE021 merriami CA: San Bernardino Co. DMNS
kwe51 KWE051 obscurus CA: Riverside Co. DMNS
kwe49 KWE049 obscurus CA: Riverside Co. DMNS
n69922 MSB84515 (NK69922)a speciosus (senex) CA: Tuolumne Co. MSB
n73186 MSB90785a speciosus (umbrinus) CA: Mono Co. MSB
k4216 K4216 speciosus CA: Plumas Co. SL
jrd288 JRD288 speciosus CA: Mono Co. DMNS
kwe13 KWE013 speciosus CA: San Bernardino Co. DMNS
kwe3 KWE003 speciosus CA: Kern Co. DMNS
m196353 MVZ196353 panamintinus CA: San Bernardino Co. MVZ
m199507 MVZ199507 panamintinus CA: Inyo Co. MVZ
m216375 MVZ216375 panamintinus CA: Inyo Co. MVZ
jrd176 JRD176 panamintinus CA: Inyo Co. DMNS
jrd280 ZM.11505 panamintinus NV: Esmeralda Co. DMNS
jeb900 UWBM77758 minimus WA: Lincoln Co. UWBM
jeb910 UWBM77768 minimus WA: Lincoln Co. UWBM
jr2438 UWBM78465 minimus WA: Kittitas Co. UWBM
m197184 MVZ197184 minimus NV: Elko Co. MVZ
m202384 MVZ202384 minimus CA: Mono Co. MVZ
m216306 MVZ216306 minimus CA: Inyo Co. MVZ
m217078 MVZ217078 minimus CA: Plumas Co. MVZ
n7876 MSB53280 minimus Canada: Manitoba MSB
n2113 MSB55759 minimus Canada: Alberta MSB
n55538 MSB77073 minimus UT: Summit Co. MSB
n147828 MSB15209 minimus ID: Butte Co. MSB
jrd281 ZM.11504 minimus NV: Esmeralda Co. DMNS
jrd326 JRD326 minimus CA: Mono Co. DMNS
d6 ZM.10995 (DZTM6) minimus CO: Huerfano Co. DMNS
d13 ZM.10996 (DZTM13) minimus CO: Huerfano Co. DMNS
d76 ZM.11027 (DZTM76) minimus CO: Boulder Co. DMNS
d77 ZM.11026 (DZTM77) minimus CO: Boulder Co. DMNS
d90 ZM.11082 (DZTM90) minimus NM: Taos Co. DMNS
d161 ZM.11186 (DZTM161) minimus CO: Lake Co. DMNS
d184 ZM.11202 (DZTM184) minimus CO: Eagle Co. DMNS
d206 ZM.11122 DZTM206) minimus CO: Conejos Co. DMNS
d275 ZM.11155 (DZTM275) minimus WY: Washakie Co. DMNS
r19761 RBCM19761 minimus Canada: British Columbia RBCM
jrd41 JRD041 minimus WY: Park Co. SL
d261 ZM.11170 (DZTM261) minimus UT: Summit Co. DMNS
d242 ZM.11180 (DZTM242) minimus WY: Albany Co. DMNS
h5463 HSU5463 minimus NV: Nye Co. DMNS
d247 ZM.11141 (DZTM247) minimus WY: Sweetwater Co. DMNS
d265 ZM.11145 (DZTM265) minimus WY: Park Co. DMNS
smh08 SMH008 ruficaudus ID: Kootenai Co. SL
jrd022 JRD022 ruficaudus ID: Idaho Co. SL
jmg113 JMG113 ruficaudus MT: Flathead Co. SL
jms209 JMS209 ruficaudus WA: Pend Oreille Co. SL
jmg161 JMG161 ruficaudus MT: Sanders Co. SL
jmg139 JMG139 ruficaudus MT: Flathead Co. SL
jmg077 JMG077 ruficaudus ID: Idaho Co. SL
jms257 JMS257 ruficaudus ID: Clearwater Co. SL
jms127 JMS127 ruficaudus ID: Latah Co. SL
nmr040 NMR040 ruficaudus MT: Flathead Co. SL
r19920 RBCM19920 ruficaudus Canada: British Columbia RBCM
jms265 JMS265 amoenus ID: Adams Co. SL
jrd120 JRD120 amoenus ID: Butte Co. SL
jrd309 JRD309 amoenus CA: Mono Co. SL
jrd108 JRD108 amoenus ID: Custer Co. SL
nmr31 NMR031 amoenus Canada: British Columbia SL
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TABLE A1. Continued

Name Sample Species New Locality Source

r19921 RBCM19921 amoenus Canada: British Columbia RBCM
jms198 JMS198 amoenus MT: Lincoln Co. SL
jrd128 JRD128 amoenus ID: Fremont Co. SL
jrd063 JRD063 amoenus WA: Columbia C. SL
jrd126 JRD126 amoenus ID: Caribou Co. SL
jrd104 JRD104 amoenus NV: Washoe Co. SL
jms207 JMS207 amoenus WA: Pend Oreille Co. SL
jmg005 JMG005 amoenus OR: Harney Co. SL
jmg160 JMG160 amoenus MT: Sanders Co. SL
jmg057 JMG057 amoenus ID: Clearwater Co. SL
r19771 RBCM19771 amoenus Canada: British Columbia RBCM
r19886 RBCM19886 amoenus Canada: British Columbia RBCM
kzr10 KZR10 amoenus CA: Mono Co. KZR
kzr11 KZR11 amoenus CA: Mono Co. KZR
uvm217 UVM217 durangae Mexico: Durango UVM
avb01 UWBM77286 sibiricus Russia: PrimorskyKray UWBM
can003 CAN003 striatus SL
cgg003 CGG003 striatus SL

DMNS (ZM) = Denver Museum of Nature & Science; HSUVM = Humboldt State University Vertebrate Museum; KZR = sample on loan from
Karen Z. Reiss; MSB = Museum of Southwestern Biology; MVZ = Berkeley Museum of Vertebrate Zoology; RBMC = Royal British Columbia
Museum; SL = indicates sample resides in laboratory of Jack Sullivan; UWBM = University of Washington Burke Museum; UVM = Zadock
Thompson Natural History Collection, University of Vermont.
aThese specimen records were determined by multilocus genotype or locality to be misidentified or not reflective of taxonomic revisions and
reassigned to this taxon.
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